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EASTERN AWAITS RETURNING ALUMNI
Parade, Game, Barbecue ^
And Dance Are Highlights
Of Homecoming Celebration

'Nice To Be Back'
Says Mozart
(In an effort to bring- you exclusive stories, the Journalism I
class recently dispatched one of
Its ace writers to Interview Mozart
(pronounced Mot* zart), the popular, dog mascot on the campus).
By LENA DENHAM
It's been lots of fun coming
back this fall and seeing so many
familiar faces. Everybody stops
everybody else and asks, "What
have you been doing . . . What
have you been taking . . . etc?"
Though we are sure it Is not from
a lack of interest, it seems nobody
thought to ask Mozart; so
to avoid any injured feelings the
PROGRESS brings you an exclusive interview with Mozart who
is now a sophomore.
"Well 'MO,' how does it feel to
be back?"
"Back ? Haven't been anywhere.
"Back in classes this semester.
Say, what are you taking?"
"Well, I believe in being well
rounded and anyway I get just
as much from one lecture as another, so I just go to class wherever it's most convenient. I ant
a little partial to rooms with good
ventilation and soft floors, though.
"How did you like summer
school?"
. _ ,
"OK, after I kot used to It. But
I really think the etmosphore here
during the regular semesters is
much more conducive to culture.
The students here in the fall are
so much more serious and have a
greater sense of responsibility and
appreciation of me."
"How did you like the Music
Camp?"
"Fun! I was one of the counselors you know."
"What did you do during August?"
"Oh I helped "Pop' look after
things. Since the cafeteria and
grill were closed, I ate down town
at "The Dixie Kitchen" (Rummy's place). Got to know the
boys real well—good Joes." I'd
like to put in a plug for them."
"How do you like the band this
fall ?"
"Gets better all the time! Say
have you seen me in my new uniform with my light? Pretty sharp,
huh?"
"Homecoming will be here soon,
how do you like it?"
"Love it! Makes a good audience
for us (the band and I) when we
march across the field. After I
graduate I intend to come back
every year. You know I'm going
to send my children here to college."
"Why is it you aren't hanging
around Burnam Hall much this
fall, you used to be over there all
the time?"
'
"Well, I used to have a terrific
crush on Dean Case. But I'm
really too mature now for such
juvenile things as crushes, besides
I met the cutest little cocker
spaniel in August. She lives down
town—quite a dish. Which reminds me, I have a date. I really
must run over to the dorm and
shave. Bye! Be seeln' you around."

Canterbury Club
Picks Kay Wilson
By SHIRLEY SPIRES
Canterbury Club met October
10 In the Blue Room of the Student
Union Building with the newlyelected president, George Varden,
presiding. Some new members,
Joe Rich, Bill Greynolds, Bob
Spicer and Kay Wilson were present. Other new members unanimously accepted Into the club
were Ann McLeister, Pttiy
Knigga and Irene Isaacs.
The club decided to have a float
In the annual homecoming parade
and Kay Wilson was elected to
represent the club as a candidate
for homecoming queen.
Shirley Spires was appointed
editor-in-chief of Belles Letters
for 1951-62 and Bobby Grlse was
elected business manager.

Prizes For Short
Story Writers
In an attempt to find good,
humanistic fiction on the undergraduate level, the American
Humanist Association, with the
cooperation of Harper and Brothers, is sponsoring a short story
contest
.„. _
Over |400 in prizes win be
awarded in the contest which
closes on March 15, 1952. Nolan
Miller, author of "A Moth Of
Time" and instructor of creative
writing at Antioch College* and
editors of Harper's Magazine will
act as final judges.
Students interested should ask
Dr. Boy B. Clark'of the English
department for further Information or write directly to the A. H.
A., Yellow Springs, Ohio, for an
announcement containing the rules.

It's homecoming time again! Welcome back alumni. Eastern hopes you enjoy the big day—planned especially for
you. In addition to hundreds of handshakes, and thousands
of warm friendly smiles, you can enjoy the morning parade,
the afternoon football battle with Western, the evening
dance—and many, other events.
According to latest reports,
several hundred former Easternites are expected on the campus
this weekend to take part In the
many festivities.
"Welcome back" from President
W. F. O'Donnell, the faculty and
By JEAN UNDER
staff, the present student body
also your many friends in this
Topping the list of Homecoming and
community.
features will be the annual Homecoming Danse. As •.usual, the
dance wil be held in Walnut Hall
HOMECOMING
with the executive committee of
SCHEDULE
the Alumni Association in charge.
This semi-formal affair will be Registration From 9:00 a. m.
Parade of Floats
10:00 a. m.
from 8:30 to 12 with the admisDedication Ceremony. 1:00 p.m.
sion of $1.50 per couple.
Tree planted In honor Of Russell Child*. Class of 1938, who
was killed In service, W. W. II.
Football Game
(Preliminaries)
1:45 p. m.
Buslnesn Meeting—After game
Barbecue
5:00—6:00 p. m.
Homecoming Dnrtce
8:30—12:00 p. nx.
"Coffee"
8:30—12:00 p. m.

Burgie Moores Orlc
To Play For Dance

NEW SCIENCE BCnJimO-I^tern'. new science bolldlng. the annex to tte H*"^^* J"
going up! Photo taken shows construction progress. In the background Is the Ad building. It la
hoped that the new structure win be completed by next fall.
.

SPIRIT OF EASTERN
By LAURA ELLIS
E is for the eagerness with which we await the day,
A stands for football accuracy, the kind that's sure to pay;
S is for the sunshine so strong and so bright,
T means the terrific time well have Homecoming night.
E is for the ease with which we'll win the game,
R is for our rival, Western, whom we'll attempt to tame,
N is for Homecoming night when dance fun Is the aim.

Marching Maroons
Plan Big Show

By WANDA SMYTH
"Eastern's hard-working marching Maaroons are busy preparing
for an unusual, but what we hope
will be a very good, Homecoming
show," says Mr. Harold Atklsson,
director of the band.
The theme of the show will be
H stands for Homecoming, the very best day of the year,
centered around the various events
O U for the organization of Kyma, they certainly deserve a cheer.
of Homecoming Day. Some of the
M is for the marvels of the floats as they pass along,
formations are ones that have not
E means the great enthusiasm of /the huge eager throng.
been used at Eastern.
O is for the calmness with which the queens appear,
Featured, also, will be the Hill0 is for the optimism of the clubs that put them here.
toppers band and the bands of
M stands for the "Marching Maroons," their formations so very slick, several high schools. Mr. Hunter
1 is for the aumnl interest In their each and every trick,
Foster, drum major from NashN Is for the number of fans that everywhere may be seen,
ville, will perform at halftlme.
G Is for the gorgeous gals, one of whom will be queen.
The Maroon band is still growing, too; 66 will march in hte
1 One U for that one day that's happy as can be,
Homecoming parade!
9 Nine is for the nine months we've waited this to see. •
5 Five is for the cheerleaders, the first one and the last,
1 And one Is for the one queen, the star of the cast.

1290 Students
Now At Eastern
206 Are From
Madison County
Eastern has enrolled 1,290 students in the college department
and graduate school for the 195152 fall semester. This enrollment
contains 745 men and 545 women.
Veterans enrolled this semester
are 210 compared to 318 for the
spring semester last year.
Students from 87 Kentucky
counties, 13 states, and the Philliplnes are registered for the fall
semester. States having the largest representation are Kentucky
with 1,181, Ohio 39, Indiana 18,
and Pennsylvania 13.
Counties having the largest representation are Madison 206, Harlan 57, Jefferson 550, and EstlU 45.
Other counties having 24 or more
enrollees are Bell, Boyd, Boyle,
Floyd, Kenton, Letcher, Lincoln,
Perry, Pike, Pulaskl, and Whltley.
Two hundred six college students from Madison county are
enrotUed at Eastern this fall.

House Council
Holds Initiation
By JANIE THOMPSON
Thursday night, October 11, at
9:00, the newly elected officers
of die Burnam Hall House Council
were Initiated at an impressive
candlelight ceremony held in the
lobby of Burnam Hall. Following
the program, an informal reception was held to give the girls a
better chance to become acquainted with the new officers and
representatives.
Those serving as officers are:
Connie McAuley, president; Ann
Covlngton, vice-president; Carol
Harmon, secretary, and Charlotte
Reesce, treasurer.
The following girls will represent their section of the hall on
the Council: Leah Brown, Charlene
Farris, Betty Carol Osborne, Mary
Carol Boone, Anna Durbin, Eunice
Arnett, Phyllis Carter, Marianne
Auxler, Nina Purcell, Lavern
Stephens, and Jane Moberly, who
will awv* as Social Chairman.

Parade Promises
Colorful Floats
By BRUCE BATES
The leaves are falling, it's autumn again, and almost time for
the big annual Homecoming celebration. Our gridders are getting
ready to give Western what they
gave Bowling Green last year, the
Kyma Club is working at a fever
pitch to get the parade organized, and all the campus clubs are
running wild with rolls "of chicken
wire and long streamers of crepe
paper, all trying to win the coveted prize for the best float.
Speaking of floats, how many
of last year's floats can you remember? Of course, no one could
forget last year's prize winner,
the Music Club float, with •Top"
Whittaker sitting on the front,
driving two white horses. Certainly nobody could forget the
Art Club's beautiful big maroon
and white "E" with the queen sitting on the bottom leg of the
"E." There was one float built
like a mountain, with bubbles
erupting out of the top, and the
caption: "Watch Out, Bowling
Green, Old Mount Eastern is
Ready to Erupt!" The Little
Theater Club, got ambitious last
year and made two floats; a jackin-the-box and a harem scene. It's
too bad—this year they're so busy
producing "Green Pastures" that
they will have a small float.
A new club on the campus has
been debating whether or not to
have a float. The Chess Club has
been toying with the idea of a
float with the side of s truck
made into a chess board. It's rumored that a certain church club
will have a float featuring a reducing machine with a Western
player in it. What they're reducing is Western's O. V. C. hopes.
By "church club," I don't mean
the "Y." Theirs is another story
altogether. Though we don't want
to give away their zealously guarded secret, you can look for a float
featuring a hat theme.
NEWMAN CLUB
NAMES OFFICERS
The officers of the Newman
Club, organized for the purpose of
better relationship among Catholic
Btudtents, are Bill Searls, president; Tom McAnallen, vice-president; Margaret McDonald, secretary, and Joe Leone, treasurer.

Noted Baritone
In Concert Here
■

SHIRLEY SPIRES
Eastern's own Burgie Moores
and his 9-piece orchestra will present the music. Vocal renditions
are to be given by Shirley Spires,
Elusabethtown, who Is a' senior
here.

Applications For
Tests Available

Who Will Be

Applications for the December
13, 1951 and the April 24, 1952
administrations of the College
Qualification Test are now available at Selective Service System
local boards throughout the country.
Eligible students, who Intend to
take this test on either date should
apply at once to the nearest Selective Service local board for an
application and a bulletin of information.
Following instructions in the
bulletin, the student should fill
out his application and mall It
Immediately In the envelope provided. Applications for the December 13 test were to be postmarked no later .than midnight,
November 6, 1951.
■According to Educational Testing Service, which prepares and
administers the College Qualification Test for the Selective Service
System, it will be to the student's
advantage to file his application,
at once, regardless of the testing
date he selects. The results will
be reported to the student's Selective Service local board of jurisdiction for use in considering his
deferment as a student.

One of Homecoming's most important and attractive features is
the crowning of queen for Homecoming Day. Most clubs on the
campus are represented by a candidate for queen. She rides on her
club's float In the parade, and
afterwards is chosen by a group
of Impartial judges in Walnut'
Hall. This lucky girl will be
crowned in a ceremony before the
game.
At presstime, the names of the
following candidates for queen
were available:
Peggy Chandler, Westminster;
Alicia Ernst, Coll. Pentacle;
Peggy Hlnton, Cwens;
Florence -Fanner, Music Club;
Dottle McPherson, Home Ec;
Ann Carol Elder, Newman;
Ann Gordon, Off Campus Club;
Mary F. Campbell, Wesley;
Elvira Short, WRA;
Janle Thompson, Progress;
Nell Wilson, Chess Club;
Betty Mayo, Sigma 1..;
Francis Rogers, Modern Dance;
Kay Wilson, Canterbury;
Jean Walzer, Photo Club;
Janie McCord, E Club;
Betty Jane Smith, Sigma PI;
Hazel Run von. WRHO;
Pat Rickey, Y's;
Sylvia Ritter, CSF;
Betsy Odls, Ag Club.
Lacquata Walters, Little Theatre.

ROTC Students
Elect Sponsors
By PAUL TRIESCHMAN
The R. O. T. C. boys try to tell
us that the Corps is all work and
no play. They say that all you
do Is drill and study. They took
time out from their work to study
the qualities and quantities of the
fair sex on our campus. After
much thought they have arrived
at the selection of seven of our
fair lassies as their sponsors. They
are as follows: Corps Sponsor,
Shirley Spires; First Battalion,
Blllie Jean Engles; Second Battalion, Helen Burke; Battery A,
Jlmmie Sue Bateman; Battery B,
Janie McCord; Battery C, Ann
Gardon; Battery D, Pat Powers.
DEAN HAS PARTIES
Mrs. Emma Y. Case, dean of
women, Is having a series of hot
chocolate parties in her apartment
for the freshman girls. About 40
girls attend each tune, giving them
an opportunity to know each other
better. Mrs. Case is being assisted by members of Cwena, national honorary for sophomore
women.

Named Queen?

Don't Miss Ye
Olde Barbecue
At Homecoming
Ye Old Barbecue will again be
one of the htighlights of Eastern's
homecoming. Weather permitting,
alumni to frosh w'.ll gather In the
amphitheatre to eat a delicious
meal served by the faculty from
5 to 6 o'clock.
For only $1.00, the menu Includes barbecued beef with barbecue sauce, home baked beans,
potato salad, apples, ice cream,
milk, coffee. In case of rain, the
meal will be served in the SUB.
Those attending the barbecue
last year remember the "music
to eat by" provided by Eastern's
own band.
Students, get your tickets at
the Business Office. No other
meal will be served on the cam-

By CONNIE ROBINSON
Igor Gorin, baritone soloist, was
presented in a concert in Hiram
Brock Auditorium on Monday evening^ October 29. He was assisted
by Hans Angerman at the piano.
Mr. Gorin included in his program selections from famous
operas and music-dramas. He also
sang one of his own compositions.
. The young baritone is well
known in the fields of concert,
radio, television, and opera. Hs
appeared at Eastern in connection
with the Community Concert Association. Eastern students were
admitted by presenting their
activity books.

Sigma Tau Pi
Seeks Members
By ED MORRISON
Membership of the Sigma Tau
Pi has grown considerably already this year, and the club Is
Interested in new members. This
organization is open to commerce
majors in their junior and senior
years.
Plans are also under way to
form a club for freshmen and'
sophomore commerce majors.
Sigma Tau Pi and PI Omega PI
are combining their efforts to
present a float In the homecoming .
parade.

Home Ec Club Meets
By JOAN HAFER
On October 16th the Home Economics Club met at the Arts
Building for a supper meeting. The
meal was prepared by the October
Ways and Means Committee. After
the meeting was called to. order
by the president, Julia Ann Johnson, several business matters were
discussed. Miss Dottie McPherson was chosen as Homecoming
representative.
The program was a skit on the
various vocations open to Home
Economics graduates. This skit
was also presented at the state
Home Economics meeting held In
Louisville on November 2nd and
3rd. The girls representing the
Eastern Home Economics Club
along with Miss Burner, are: Julia
Ann Johnson, Kitty Covlngton,
Edna Pollard, Nancy Curry, Anna
Kate Riley, Lois Combs, Eleanor
Jones, Dorothy Crady and Betty
Magruder.

Cwens Alumni To Meet
Mu Chapter of Cwens is having
a dessert party for all Cwens
alumnae in Mrs. Case's apartment
at 6:30 on Homecoming Day.
Letters have been sent to all
former members of Cwens asking
them to consider the organization
of a Cwens alumnae association.
After the dessert and fellowship,
the president of the active chapter
of Cwens, Jo Nell Harrod, will
preside over a business meeting
at which the Cwens alumnae may
be organized.
SUNDAY PROGRAMS START
The Sunday series of music programs began on November 6, with
a recital by John Chrlsman, pianist
These programs are sponsored by
the Student Union Music Council
and are held twice a month.
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EASTERN SPEAKS

Published semi-monthly during the school year by student* of
Eastern Kentucky State College

What is Eastern thinking of? What are the likes and
dislikes of the students ? And, what are the faculty members
-saying? Answers to those (and many more) can be found
in the results of a recent poll by the Eastern PROGRESS
and the Journalism I, Class.

Member
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association
National Editorial Association
Kentucky Press Association
Associated Collegiate Press
Intercollegiate Press

QUESTION: "What do you like
most about Eastern?"
Although they gave a lot of difEntered at the Post Office at Richmond as second class matter
ferent reasons, most of them
under Act of March 3, 1879 *
seemed to think that Eastern's
greatest asset is her friendly stuDr. Giles, art professor, "Yes,
Co-Editors
Ruth Ann Hulker and Kay Wilson dents.
this is a snap course, you'll have
Faculty Adviser
Mr. Paul Duncan
Business Manager
Clyde White
Lolly Kllis, LUdlow junior, says, to snap into it."
Mr. William Keene, English,
News Reporters
Edith Taylor and Margaret McDonald "I'm cheering in a big way for
Feature Writers
Bobby Elder and Joyce Parks that Eastern title, 'The Friendly "Now we're going to have a little
Sports Reporters
Bill McComas, Bill Vendi, Ben Turpin, College.' I think that is the nicest desk work today."
Bill Greynolds and Gene Jones
thing that could be said of a school.
Dr. Noel B. Cuff, social science,
Circulation Manager.
,....»
Jerry Owens The teachers as well as the stu- "Oh well . . . that's life'.''
Xypists
Janie Thompson and Kitty McKee dents have that air of being anyVirgil Burns, history and govContributions also from Journalism, English 201
body's friend and, believe me, when ernment, "I teU you, class, this
you're down in the dumps, you world is going to the ruins."
need a friend."
Miss Hood, physical education,
Jim Blngham, Pittsburgh sopho- "Never, never put your locks
more, "I like the way all tbe stu- on the benches."
dents here at. Eastern give their
"I just don't know why they're having an Intermission—
Dr. Charles A. Keith, history,
On Eastern's campus there are a number of religious whole hearted support to the hard "If that danged whistle doesn't
aU the hot dogs are gone."
football and basketball blow in two seconds it ought not
organizations such as the Baptist Student Union, the West- working
teams'. Frequently they deny
blow."
to find out what they have been Hall gals. Since It faces in aU
minster Fellowship, the Wesleyan Foundation, the Chris- themselves the privilege of a great to Miss
Margaret Moberly, com- missing, they would undoubtedly directions. It can usually be seen
weekend at home, the taste of
tian Student Fellowship, the Catholic Club, the YMCA, and mother's home cooking, and a merce, ". . . now remember, Uus like it and stay- here more."
without any trouble, but that two
isn't for me, it's for. your
Mary Martha Williams, junlo.r or three minutes difference in time
the YWCA. These organizations are here for the purpose chance to use-the student's favorite notebook
from Prestonsburg, "It might help can mean the difference between
the suitcase, to stay benefit."
of giving the students an opportunity to take part in some companion,
Mr.' Dwight D. Gatwood, art, if the school would use the facili- a Friday night date and a Friday
here and lend their moral support
"Uh, class, let's see if we can't ties which they have, such as, night in the dorm.
to the victorious Maroons."
religious activity while on the campus.
keeping the grill and recreation
quiet'down to a low roar."
you stop to think about
Lena
Denham,
Vanceburg
sophoMost college students are away from home and their more, "The sweet, fresh odor of Dr. Anna A. Schnieb, psychology, room open on Friday and Satur- theWhen
clock, all life at Eastern reday
nights
until
11:00
to
give
the
friends. College then, is a place for making new friends and the chemistry lab, a combination "For heaven's sake, don't regurgi- students something to do."
volves around it. An Easternite
gets up, goes to meals, to classes,
the old standbys, H2SC4, NN03, tate."
increasing the circle of one's social life. The religious organ- of
Dick Staab, sophomore, from Ft. to the movies, dresses for a date
and NaOH mixed with the product
Professor Cox, chemistry, "Why
izations of our campus, with their social activity, present of the latest experiment. Why do you do me like this?"
Thomas, "When the kids at home by it, and scoots in the dorm door
ask me what there is to do over after that date all by the strikes
stay out in the fresh air and dethe opportunity to meet people and make new friends.
Mrs. Barnhill, English, vigorousvelop a good complexion when one ly nodding her head with closed the weekends at school, I have to and chimes of the clock.
While in college, it is easy to leave the church out of good whiff of chlorine can give eyes, "That's right, isn't it ?"
answer "practically nothing." But
I'll bet that "Mom" is pleased
I think that my answer in the about the aid the Eastern clock
one's program. The religious organizations become the con- you the vigor and vitality of a Dr. Kennamer, geography, future
could
be
changed
If
the
new coffin nail?"
gives her "darling." It's good to
"When I was a boy, instead of
necting link between the church and the college. Through brand
committee would function, know that her little girl or boy la
Wanda Smyth, CoUege Hill, living in three rooms with a bath, social
taken care of, even if only by a
.these organizations the student receives the counsel and sophomore, "The size — Eastern's I lived in three rooms with a path." and plan parties, dances, etc."
clock.
large
enough
to
be
recognized
as
guidance that may be needed.
a good school, yet it's small enough
QUESTION: "What is your pet
The purpose of religion in the life is to give the individual to give anyone a chance to belong peeve?"
to
a
few
clubs
and
have
his
name
the highest moral and ethical standards along with spiritual known by a greater number of
Avelyn Antonio, graduate stuannua
values. These are ingredients that are necessary to a well people than would be possible in dent, Manila, Philippines, "Screamlarger school."
ing like an air raid siren in Burnam By LAURA ELLIS
balanced life. Nothing else can take the place of religion in a Connie
Robinson, Danville sophoat 10:10 p. m.—the fire alarm
You may not be able to hear
giving these values to the individual. Character is a by- more, 'One of the things I like Hall
which disturbs my sleep is my pet the endless tlck-tock, tick-tock of
about Eastern is getting to take peeve here at Eastern." , -product of a religious life.
Eastern clock, but you can tell
sun baths on the roof of Burnam ....Hazel Arnold, WorthviUe, sopho- the
it is always present by its chimReligion adds to life that which, nothing else can add. in the spring."
more, "My pet peeve is the clos- ing, and by the fact that It is
The individual, the nation, and the world ultimately turn Jean Llnder, Covington sopho- ing of the grill at 9:00 on Friday located on the tower of the Stumore, "I like the fact that even and Saturday nights. I am always dent Union Building in the most
to religion in a time of crisis. No other force known to man though Eastern is a state college, hungry
after the movie or ball- prominent part of the campus.
can give the stability needed in the time of distress as can there is still much Christian In- game, and many times the drug- The clock is aided in announcing
present."
stores downtown are closed, so I the hour by the class whistle. This
religion. It is the one common shoulder that all can come to fluence
Ann McLeaster, Lawrenceburg, think the grill would be the ideal combination makes certain that a
Indiana
sophomore,
"I
like
the
for comfort in a time of crisis.
place for the "after-movie" sand- student at least knows that it is
rtgul.rly «10«
that you're treated like a wich and coke."
time for a class. It adds to his
Finally, religion ought to be included-in the program of fact
Kentuckian even if you're from
Charlene Karris, Springfield, feeling of guilt when he misses a
every student because no education is complete without some another, state."
Ky., junior, "The hours at Burnam class.
Kathleen Kenney, Walton senior, on weekends. I think that we
%/(/ plus tax
clocks have only one face,
knowledge of religion. The world in which we live is so "The
opportunity to meet stu- should at least have 30 minutes butMost
the
Eastern
clock
has
four.
Ml LIMITED TIME
influenced and governed by religious principles, that one dents from Indiana, Ohio, Michi- more."
The only trouble Is that they all
Illinois, Pennsylvania, New
Stanton Young, Louisville sopho- tell a different time. What are
cannot withdraw completely from religion. Since each per- gan,
York, foreign countries, and from more, "I dislike not being able to
supposed to do in a case like
Thii extra-rich ikln loson has such a common contact with religion, one ought to all points in Kentucky, is what I listen to the piano-players In the you
that? Some of these days there
like about Eastern."
tion ioothes...»moothi
Union Building after is going to be a drastic change
know as much as possible about it. There is no better way to Bill Bales, Columbus, Ohio, Student
...prottctat Not Micky
seven o'clock."
on
the
campus,
and
the
clock
will
senior, "I like the competition in
learn than by participating in some religious activity.
or piuy. Delicately
Mary Lou Schlrmer, Ghent, tell the same time on all four of
at Eastern. It is an up and sophomore, "My pet peeve is that
. Stock up raowl
By HOWARD COOP sports
coming school in athletics and has the water In the dorm doesn't stay itsItfaces.
Into prominence even
team members from all over the warm late enough. It should stay more comes
than usual around ChristOn Sale At
United States. This fact makes warm until at least eleven o'clock."
mas time with the use of the
a player try ten times harder beFlorence Childress, Louisville, chimes in playing Christmas
a
cause he realizes the stiffness of senior, "Not enough of us know carols. This is a very good way
his competition and when and If the Alma Mater."
to make the students get that "old
he makes the team, he feels like
Bob Splcer, Ft. Thomas, junior, phristmas spirit."
he has really done something."
These late hours spent prowl"My pet peeve Is the Venetian
The clock sometimes works in
Betty Jane Smith, La Grange, blinds on the Sullivan side of
Angie Pratt is still daUng Gene
ing around all the dorms trying to
collaboration with Mrs. Hagan In
THE BEGLEY DRUG CO.
"The location. Eastern is con- Burnam Hall."
pick up some dirt-in one way or Lefrebre it seems.
campuslng some of the Burnam
Richmond, Ky.
Kathryn Keene and Shirley veniently located on U. S. Highanother are really getting me down.
Buddy McKlnley, Owensboro,
I have even caught cold. Achooo! Kearns are constantly together way No. 25, approximately 170 junior, "Are" Saturday classes real('Scuse me while I blow my pink and Just think, It Isn't even spring miles from Western."
ly necessary?"
Charlotte Hume, Taylorsville,
nose.) It'Isn't as gossipy as usual yet!
SHOP AT
Jayne Trivitte, Virgie, sophosophomore,
"I
think
the
campus
I don't see much of Alicia Ernst.
around this place but here's what
more, "Standing in the endless
is
one
of
the
prettiest
of
any
of
I found out since the last Prog- I guess she's spending all her time
cafeteria lines."
the colleges in Kentucky. The
thinking about Fred!
ress was printed.
Edna Pollard, Lancaster, sophoHere's a perfectly suited couple beautiful grounds and the build- more, 'One of my greatest dislikes
Pat Rickey and Stan Stanford
in a half circle, are really about Eastern is the dull, drab
are a pair from way back. Could if ' I ever saw one. It's Huey ings,
Brooks and Florence Childress!! picturebook scenery in summer, walls in the rooms of Burnam
AND SAVE
this be really serious?
.. ■
Burke and that Wlnche- in autumn, winter and spring."
Hall. A little paint certainly would
Congratulations
to
Laquata terHelen
BIU Strong, Hazard, senior, "The heip.thejr appearance."
of hers seem to be getWalters and Keith Brooks. I hear ting fella
pretty serious. What about *£»• of Eastern; I believe ■ the
they are taking the fatal step in it, Helen?
smaller colleges contribute greatly
QUESTION: "What. In your
December!
Joyce McBrayer and Bob Gar- to our increasing educational opinion, would increase students'
Hey, Bonnie Nevlns, when are rett have been dating recently. standards. The small colleges, in interest in staying at coUege Over
you and Joe Fryz getting hitched? Something new has been added.
my opinion, give students more in- weekends?"
It looks like the love bug bit
Well, fellow gosslpers, I must sight to college education. Also
It
you both pretty hard.
Laquata Sue Walters, senior,
end this little epistle andi say
any I believe the students become betNorma Pickett and Profflt goodbye for now, but never fear, ter acquainted, receive more In- from Cumberland, "More social
seem to be hitting it off O. K. I'll be back again before long^ dividual instruction, and are given activities on weekends would make
a better opportunity to express us want to stay on campus more.
again. Norma is so little that they Meow!
new thoughts and ideas."
make a good Mutt and Jeff.
Give us liberty or give us our
1
Walter Green, Portsmouth, O., suitcases."
I don't see much of Joe Harper.
senior, "I like Eastern because of
John Dorman, senior, from CovHis little (I use that term loosethose sweet 75 miles between here ington, "I think If we asked everyly) freshmen seem to be keeping
and Morehead."
body to stay here one week-end
him busy!!

Pet Expressions
Of The Faculty

Most Important Opportunity

Eastern's 'Clock'
Guards Campus

SALE!

WEATHER LOTION

50*

"THE CAT'S MEOW

„

■

■.Sepiep't

ELDER'S FEDERATED

■

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS
Quality that speaks for itself

*,

Most Conveniently located for you

Miss FarnsHeads
Wesley Group

There might be spooks and gobUna around on Hallowe'en, but
Johnny Noland was also around
with that big diamond for Phyllis
Bach and believe me, it's a beaut!
I see Nancy Harris and Roy Allison together a lot. Maybe this Is
serious, too!
Which one of the Eastern belles
will be Homecoming Queen this
year? Your guess is as good as
mine.
Dick Staab scorns to have
picked himself out a gal. Loraine
McOlone is the one he has his eye
on!
'
I wonder If "Ox" Oakley knows
that Betty Walters from Corbin
thinks he's mighty sharp. A hint
to you Just in case you don't
know. Ox.
I hear the wedding bells are going to ring for "Cueball" and Jean
Howard. Looks like she's got him
"behind the eightball" this time.
Don't faint! Faust has a girl, a
OUte one, too. Her name is Annette Jeter.
Loot: One "hawg rifle." Lost
two years ago. If found please return to Morehead State College,
Morehead, Ky.
Is Peggy Brummett just a good
friend to Ronnie Curry?
A popular gal around here Is
Idle Taylor; which of her admirers heads the list, I wonder!
Does Betsy Otis really love Clay
Moore? I've been trying to figure
that one out for a long time!
Bill Barnes has decided that
two could Uve cheaper than one.
Trying to attend Eastern and
keep U. K. in hand is pretty rough
in more ways than one.

By ANNETTE JETER
The Wesley Foundation at Eastern started the school year off
with a bang. Charlene Farrls,
foundaUon president, really put
pep in the organization. She appointed committee chairmen, who
met with theitr advisor, Mrs. C.
E. Hurst, and new sponsor, Dr. H.
W. Raper, and things really got
going.
Meetings are held every Monday
night at 5:15 p. m. in the Blue
Room.
Many interesting programs have been given, including
a visit from Miss Ruth Ann Smith
of the Board of Missions. Miss
Smith spent October 29 and 30
on the campus, conducting interviews with students who were interested in either part or full-time
Christian service. She spoke at
the Monday night meeting.
On Tuesday, October 30, the
Wesley Foundation Joined with
the Westminster Fellowship for a
Halloween party at the Phesbyterian church, featuring the
"Great Swami" who answered all
questions and solved all problems.
Membership is up this year, but
that doesn't mean that each and
every one of the Methodist students aren't wanted. So here's
calling all Methodists, or anyone
else who is interested, to come to
the meetings every Monday night.

PICKUP and DELIVERY

—

South Second Street

Eat At The

Phone 7

SWEET SHOPPE
Compliments

Madison Laundry
You Are Always Welcome To

Stockton's Soda
Fountain Service
Where Students Like To Meet

am

Dry Cleaners
Third and Water Streets

IT'S DOUBTFUL
Professor: 'To complete your
schedule why not take the course
"History of Western Civilization."
Sophomore: "I didn't know
Western was civilized."

CASH and CARRY

Stockton's Pharmacy

Phone 352
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Many Maroon Greats Come
From "The Valley" In Ohio
By ROY ROGERS
Eastern invades, for the first time in the history of the
school, Ohio University at Athens, Ohio, on Nov. 17. in what
promises to be one of the most exciting football games of
the year for Eastern fans.
Ohio University is located at
Athens, In southeastern Ohio. The
"Valley," as it is called back
there, has provided Eastern some
of its greatest athletes. The first
to come to Eastern from the
"Valley" were the Darling brothers, Fred and Ralph. Fred made
aJl-KIAC and Little All-American
and is now line coach at Eastern.
His brother Ralph made all-KIAC.
They hailed from Glouster, Ohio,
as did Gall Roberts, who also
made all-KIAC.
Bert and Bill Smith came from
Millfield, Ohio. Bert made allKIAC and Little ail-American
and is Eastern's only 4-letter man
in recent times. He was killed in
action during the 2nd World War.
Then there was Jack Ley from
Chauncey, Ohio, a very good back,
also selected as "Mr. Popularity"
In 1848. Mark Lohr, all-KIAC,
came from Logan, Ohio. Joe Yanlty, all-KIAC, was from Athens,
Ohio, and Harold Yinger was from
Jackson, Ohio. On down the "Valley," Portsmouth and Ironton
have contributed their share of
athletes with Portsmouth sending
Earl Gibson, Ora Tussey and Ray
Pelfrey.
These aren't all the boys, but it
is an idea of the fine athletes produced by the "Valley." Eastern
has also provided southeastern
Ohio with quite a few coaches.
Some of these are: Al Clark,
Crooksville; Jack Ley and BUI
Smith, Chauncey; Ralph Darling,
Oak Hill; Vic Nash, Wellston;
Earl (Smokey) Gibson, Portsmouth, and Prank Darling, Balnebridge.
Eastern still has its share of
the "Valley" boys in Brian Gibbs
and Dick Wilson from Crooksville; Jim Dudding, Carl White,
and Gene Jones from Ironton, and
Walter Green and Ernie Rigrish
from Portsmouth.

Maj. Gen. Hershey
Warns Of Deadline
Sixty-three per cent of the 339,000 students who took the Selective Service College Qualification
Tests last spring and summer
made a Score of 70 or better, Major General Lewis B. Hirshey, Director of Selective Service, reported today and he also reminded
college students that the deadline
for the submitting applications for
the December 13, 1951 test is approaching. He said further breakdown of the results of the former
tests would be available within
a short time.
The new series of tests will be
given Thursday, Dec. 13, 1951, and
Thursday, April 24, 1952, by the
Educational Testing Service of
Princeton, N. J., at more than 1,000 different centers throughout
the United States and its territories. The blanks may be obtained
by the registrant at any local
board office.
General Hershey stressed the
importance of all eligible students
taking the test, and Indicated that
those who do not have test score
results in their cover sheets may
have a "very difficult time indeed" in convincing their local
boards that they should be deferred as students.
Application blanks for the December 13, 1951 test must be post
marked not later than midnight,
Monday, November 5, 1951. Applications for the April 24, 1952,
test must be postmarked not later than midnight March 10, 1952.
YOU ARE THE ONE
The little lamb cried and cried
because she heard Frank Sinatra
sing 'There will Never be Another You."

BRIAN GIBBS
HOWARD ORACEY
FOUR ENDS GRADUATE—These four Maroon ends will be playing
KING CARL HEBE
their final game here Saturday afternoon. Dudding and Pavlovich have
Carl Plantholt, Eastern's most been used primarily on defense in these days of the two platoon
valuable player of 1950, Is now system. Gracey and Gibbs, two fine pass receivers have been used
By GLEN CHEEK
playing football for a marine team mainly on offense. Gracey and Gibbs also were members of the varsity
baseball squad.
The Math Club began the year's in Camp Lejuene, N. C.
activities with the appointment of
a program committee and a membership committee at the first
meeting.
The membership committee began work Immediately and enlisted three new members, Jim
Stambough, Darnell Salyer, and
Jack Shell.
The officers for the yeaV are
George Hembree, president; Joe
Smith, vice - president; Doris
Schuch, secretary; Morris Freeman, treasurer; Glen Cheek, reporter.

Math Club Here
Begins Activities
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Ys Hold Annual Fall Retreat;
Other Events Are Listed
"Plans listed on the coming agenda of the YMCA include
a Faculty Appreciation Tea and the Hanging of the Greens,
both scheduled for the month of December," announces
Florence Childress, president of the YMCA.
The annual r fall retreat which

Other Colleges

Transylvania is starting off the
I new school year with a new president. He is Mr. Frank Rose, a
graduate of the school. Mr. Rose
is the college's 22nd president, and
one of the youngest men ever to
hold that office, being only 30
years of age.—THE CRIMSON
RAMBLER, Transylvania College.
Xavier University has a new
and certainly different course this
year. The Philosophy of Communism will be taught to Xavier students for the first time. The goal
of the course is an examination
of the diabolical philosophy behind
such preferences as Marx, Lenin
and Stalin, and an elaboration of
the true answers to Communism.
—XAVIER NEWS, Xavier University.
Enrollment at Appalachian State
College shows a drop of only
about 100 students in comparison
with last year's enrollment. The
present number of students Is
1,146. For the first time in five
years, women students outnumber
the men.—THE APPALACHIAN,
Appalachian State College.

was sponsored by the YWCA and
YMCA was held Saturday, October 21, at Lincoln State Park located near Springfield, Ky.
Approximately 60 students left
the campus at 7:00 a. m. to participate in this all day affair. The
group was accompanied by Mr.
William Stocker, YMCA sponsor,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howard and
daughter; and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Love, who are active on campus
in young peoples organizations.
Miss Mary F. McKinney, sponsor
of the YWCA, was unable to be
with the group.
The highlight of the day's program was the talk given by Mr.
Howard on the Y's summer projects.
The Recognition Service was
given at the conclusion of the
evening program by the cabinet
members of both groups. Cabinet'
members of the clubs are: Seniors, Roy Rogers, Kenneth Norvell and Bill Park;; Juniors, Pat
Rickey, Charlene Farris and Florence Hussing; sophomores, Joan
Hafer, Judy Saunders, Mary Elizabeth Kearns, Mary Ann Rankin,
Cecile Horn, Wanda Smythw Marion White, and Huey Brooks;
freshmen, Bob Little, Pat Dale,
and Richard Flatt.

The Air Force ROTC Is onjthe
Evansvilie campus to train selected
students to serve as junior officers In the Air Force in the field
of administration-logistics or In
flight operations. The school was
awarded a ROTC unit because of
its high scholastic standing and
because It offers courses desirable By WANDA SMYTH
for ROTC cadets.—THE CRESCENT, Evansvllle College.
Mr. Jimmy Faulconer, second
year student in the College of the
NIGHT LIGHT
Bible in Lexington, is the new diThere was a young lady named rector of the Christian Student
Fellowship at the First Christian
Bright
Whose speed was much faster than Church, Richmond. He replaced
Miss Mildred Robertson who
light.
worked with the C. S. F. last year.
She went out one day
Mr. Faulconer is a native of
In a relative way
And returned on the previous Clark county and a graduate of
Clark County High School. He
night.
'
received his A. B. degree from
Transylvania College.
TIME MARCHES ON
As youth worker of the First
She: "I have an hour-glass
Christian, he directs- Chi Rho and
figure."
He: "Yeah, it's later than you Christian Youth Fellowship as well
as C. S. F. Mr. Faulconer, also, la
think."
a part-time minister of a church in
Clark- county.
All who are Interested are invited to attend the C. S. F. supper
meetings every Wednesday night
at 5:30 in the Blue Room.

Music, Music, Music,

Faulconer Leads
Christian Group

TO THE END
Several days after his father
died, little Johnny was stopped on
the street by a neighbor, "And
what were your poor father's last
words?" the neighbor asked.
"He didn't have any," Johnny
answered. "Mama was with him
to the very end."

^^^>C>C^^

Whet'll You Have
By BETTY JANE SMITH
/Who has the most perfect record
on Eastern's campus? Who is always In tune with the times?
Jerry, the Jukebox, of course.
You'll find that he always has a
song In his heart. So put another
nickle in (No slugs, please, remember his sensitive digestive
system) and let's take another
look at what his records revolve.
The seniors spin "More Than
You Know" for the benefit of the
freshmen, while the faculty plays
"Here's To Your Illusions" for the
seniors.
The freshmen girls dedicate
"Look Me Over Once" to the athletes.
According to Jerry, "I Ran All
The Way Home" Is particularly
popular on Friday.
Returning alumni press buttons
number 11 and 9 for "Enchanted
Land" and "Ever True, Ever
More."
Jerry states, in a voice that
sounds much like V. Monroe, that
near exam time, "Tennessee Tears"
is the favorite song of 99 percent
of the students.
Mrs. Hagan would be happy If
the girls of Burnam Hall adopted
"And So To Sleep Again" or
"Dreamy Melody" as their favorite.
Mozart, in direct contradiction
to his distinguished name, howls
in glee when "Boogie Woogie
March" and "Tin* Pan Alley Ray"
axe played.
Jerry lights up like a sophomore
with an "A" when he tells us that
"Sin" is most unpopular among
Eastern's students.
That concludes our Jam session
with the jukebox until he changes
his tunes.

. a>d this Is our sewage i
plant."

YOU GET ALL
OF THIS
with a garment tailored to
your individual measurement
by

jfcacfe^

TAILOMNO COMMNT

rfcdo-J* N-ta-Sy

$49.50 to $73.50
(2-Pc. Suits)
—Choice of authentic fabrics,
patterns, colors. A garment
made exactly as you personally
specify It.
Expert workmanship throughout.
.
—Styles approved by leading
authorities, plus our personal
attention to every detail. These
garments are available In this
area only at
,950 HOMECOMING MEMORIES-Here's a quick look at some of the highlight, of lastgear's >
' ■■.«■■■■■»■ Jfc**t»£
shows Quee* Blanee McCoun. Photo, top right, shows Free, OTHmnell crowhlng the I960 queen. Former alumni preddent Ben Herd
"Wall, ws TUTS • 1st of needs
looks on. Lower photos are of the parade last year.
ksrssbouts."

Morgan N. Smith
Over Begley's

'

SERVICE NEWS

ALUMNI NEWS
Correction:
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Creech,
'49, and '50 respectively, were
married May 20, 1951 In Harlan,
Kentucky instead of the previous
date reported. They now reside
at 218 Waddell Circle, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee.
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LT. COLLINS KILLED

sent us the above new address. He
graduated in the 1950 class at
Eastern. He is originally from
Richmond, Kentucky.

First Lt. John Collins, class of
19ft, was recently reported as
killed in action in Korea. Word
was received by his wife, the
former Doris Johns, Oorbin, Kentucky, and his son, John, Jr., age
two, that he was missing in action
back in February, 1951. Lt. Collins received his M. A. degree from
the University of Alabama in 1949.
He re-enlisted in the army after
receiving his degree and went
overseas July, 1950. Lt. Collins
is the son of Mrs: Cassie Locke of
Manchester, Ohio.

Junior Alumni
SON FOR WILLIAMS'

Bronze Star medal with an oak
leaf cluster and a device for valor,
the Purple Heart, the European
theater ribbon with four battle
stars, andn, the Bronze Lion
decoration from the Netherlands.
Roberts returned to the United
States in January, 1946. While
in the States he attended the Command and General Staff college,
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. He
was reassigned to the European
Command last August, 1950.
-His wife is the former Drucilla
Wilson, class of 1941, daughter
of the Harry Wilsons of Irvine,
Kentucky. Mrs. Roberts and their
two daughters, Catherine, age four,
and Sandra, age two, are with
the Colonel in Heidelberg.

Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie T. WilFRANCES POPE IN GERMANY liams of Aspen Avenue, Richmond,
Miss Frances Mason, class of are the parents of a son, born
September 8th at the
1930, Richmond, has been selected Saturday,
A. Clay Infirmary. They
as a field librarian at the Frank- Pattie
have selected the name, Mark
furt.-Germany military j>ost.
for their new > In 1<1 Mr.
Miss Mason, who served in the Houston,
graduated in the 1951
Army Library Service in the Williams
class. Mrs. Williams is the former
United States and Japan, also re- Ernestine
Butner.
ceived a B. A. degree at Emory
University after her graduation CHARLES WILLIAM GRAY
from Eastern. Miss Mason was on
CONDOR MISSING
JAKE REAMS IN AIR FORCE
the -Library Staff at Eastern for
Mr. and Mrs. Clarke T. Gray anseveral years before the war.
CLASS PRESIDENTS—These four young men will head the
nounce the birth of a son, Charles
Herbert William Condor, class
Jake W. Reams, son of Mr. and
William, on May 14, 1951. They
Htudent body this year as a result of the recent class elections.
of 1949, has been missing in action Mrs. Walter Reams, Red House
EDWARDS AT MINERVA
have a daughter, Eileen, and reLeft to right are: frosh president Charles Con-ell, sophomore
in Korea since May 22, 1951, ac- road in Richmond, Kentucky, is
at 236 Islington Road, Aupresident Don Fields, and Keith Wiggins, Junior class president.
cording to a report from his now a cadet in the Air Corps.
Thomas Edwards, class of 1949 side
burndale, Mass. Mr. Gray received
Inset shows Paul Wilson, president of the senior class.
mother, Mrs. W. E. Condor, 110 Cadet Reams graduated from
and who received his M. A. in his Ph. D. in bacteriology from
North 118th Street, Louisville, Eastern in 1949 and taught in
1950, is now coaching at Minerva Ohio State University in 1949
Kentucky. She has been informed Gillspy High School, Greensboro,
High School, Minerva, Kentucky. after receiving his B. S. degree is their second son and second
from his commanding officer that North Carolina until he entered
In 1948-49 he served as coach at from Eastern in 1941. He is pres- child. Dr. Garrett, class of 1941,
he is probably being held as a the service January 11, 1951. He
Kirksville High School, Madison
pursuing medical research is the son of Mrs. G. W. Garrett
prisoner of war. He was active in is a graduate of Randnolph Field
County. Mr. Edwards, Mrs. Ed- ently
and
the
late
Mr.
Garrett
of
Richin the biochemistry of the leprosy
Eastern's R. O. T. C. Unit and and is now taking further trainwards, and their three year old bucillus for the Leonard Wood mond. Dr. Garrett is now internreceived his commission as lieu- ing at Vance Air Force Base,
daughter are originally from Rich- Memorial Hospital and is a re- ing at the Iowa City University By KATHLEEN VIRGIN
Oklahoma. He is scheduled to
Iowa City, Iowa, where
On Saturday, October 27, there tenant in the Army.
mond.
search associate in the Depart- Hospital,
receive his wings about Christmas,
he
also
has
a
Cancer
Research
was
a Business Education luncheon
ment of Bacteriology and imWICKLUND IN ENGLAND
1951. His address is: Cadet Jake
SHRYOCKS IN RICHMOND
munology at Harvary Medical Grant. Dr. Garrett received his in the Blue Room of Eastern's
Reams, Cadet P. O. Box 746, Vance
M. D. from the University of Louis- Student Union Building. This
School
in
Boston,
Mass.
His
wife
Captain
Harold
A.
Wicklund,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Srhyock who
ville Medical School In 1949 and luncheon was given by Miss Mar- class of 1940, was promoted to AFB, Oklahoma.
is
the
former
Mary
Agnes
Finformerly resided at Cross- City,
interned at the Cincinnati General garet Moberly and her two classes Lt. Colonel in August. Lt. Colonel
Fla., where Mr. Shryock was on neran, '41.
FD7E STATIONED IN VIRGINIA
Hospital after graduation. Dr. In Methods of Teaching Comand his family have
the high school faculty, are now
and Mrs. Garrett, Stuart, and merce. Those attending the lunch- Wicklund
BARBARA
BARTON
Pvt. Samuel Fife,, class of 1948,
making their home on Westover
Mark Whitney may be addressed eon were the commerce teachers been in Europe for the past year.
They were stationed at Wiesbaden,
now stationed at Warrenton,
Avenue, Richmond, Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Barton, c/o University Hospital, Iowa of Eastern's faculty, and East- Germany until March, 1951 when Is
Cecil, class of 1951, Is with the 2703 Shaffer Avenue, Cincinnati, City, Iowa.
ern's graduates who now teach they were transferred to England Virginia near Washington. Pvt.
Richmond Greenhouses, and Nancy, Ohio, announce the arrival of
commerce. The purpose of the where they are living near Lon- Fife entered the Army January
4, 1951. Previously Fife had been
the former Nancy Reichspfarr, Barbara Elizabeth, their first GARY STEPHEN GARTH
luncheon was to discuss problems
employed at the Westinghouse*
class of 1950, is employed in the daughter, on May 1, 1951. The
connected with the teaching of don.
Lt. Colonel Wicklund is Execu- Corporation, Richmond, since his
Gary Stephen Garth was born commerce. Mutual benefits were
Bookkeeper's Office at Eastern. Bartons have three sons,. David,
Officer for the 9th Air Rescue graduation. He completed an
age four, Bill, Jr., and Charles, October 7, 1951 to John Garth, derived by both students and tive
Squadron, A. P. O. 125, New York, eight-week advanced typing course
class
of
1946,
and
Mrs.
Garth,
the
CLEMS AT BENIIAM
teachers
from
the
program
pretwin sons, two years old. Mr. former Mary Billlngsley, class of
New York. As the unit designa- at the Army Administrative and
Mr. and Mrs. John Clem, class Barton, a formcr~~student of East- 1942. He weighed 7 pounds, 13 sented.
McQueen was the master tion indicates, they deal in rescue Clerical School at Fort Knox beof 1950 and 1951 respectively, are ern, is one of our most active and ounces at birth. The Garths' ad- of Earl
ceremonies and opened the pro- activity for aircraft accidents and fore being stationed at Warrenresiding at Benham, Kentucky. loyal Alumni, i
ton. His address is Pvt. Samuel
dress is 2861 Chadwick Drive, St. gram. Miss Moberly then gave lost aircraft.
Mr. and Mrs. Clem (the former
Lt. Colonel and Mrs. .Wicklund W. Fife, U. S. 52060608, 8623 D,
Louis 21, Missouri. They also the welcoming address. Following
TOMMY
DOUGLAS
Virginia Helss) are teaching at
have a daughter, Nancy Ann, age Miss Moberly's welcome was a have three children, "Linda, 7; A. A. U„ Casual Detachment, Vint
Cumberland, Kentucky.
-t
Hill Farms Station, Warrenton,
Mr., and Mrs. Douglas Chenault 16 months.
skit "Mr. Penn Starts A Bank Ac- David, 5, and John, 2.
Virginia. He is the son of Mrs.
are the parents of a son, Thomas
count,"
presented
by
Doris
EdJANE HESTER IN OHIO
5. W. Fife, Richmond, Kentucky.
Douglas, born on June 5, 1951 at
ward, Janie Brandenburg, and SLATTERY IN OCS
Juanita Whitaker, who are Model
Miss Jane Hester, class of 1949, the Pattie A. Clay, Richmond.
Miss Willla J. Slattery, RichHigh students.
is now a "Betty Newton" Home Mrs. Chenault was the former
mond, Kentucky, will enter her
Helen
Park.
'50,
of
Corbin.
Mr.
Next
on
the
agenda
was
a
report
Economist for the Ohio Fuel Gas
second three-months phase of
by Mattie Holbrook on Future training in the Air Force Officer
Company, Home Service Depart- Chenault is owner-manager of
Chenaults
in
Richmond.
Their
adThe
National
Teacher
ExaminaBusiness Leaders of America (F. Candidate School at the Gateway
ment, Norwalk, Ohio. She joined
the company July 1, 1951. She dress is Langford Court, Rich- tions, prepared and administered B. L. Af)."This is a national or- to the Air Force, Lackland Air
mond.
annually
by
Educational
Testing
By WANDA SMYTH
ganization for high school business Force Base, Texas, this month.
was formerly at Freeburn, KenService, will be given at 200 test- students.
tucky in similar work.
Miss
Slattery,
one
of
320
stuMARY SUSAN HICKS
Miss Cleo Stamper, librarian in
ing centers throughout the United
After Miss Holbrook's Report,
in Class 51-D, largest in charge of circulation, has been
States on Saturday, February 16, Mr. McQueen introduced the fol- dents
LOVITTS ARE IN GEORGIA
the schools post-World War H
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hicks of 1952.
lowing in-service teachers who history, is scheduled to be com- elected co-sponsor for the Mu
Chapter of Cwens by the members
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Lovitt, Louisville are announcing the birth
At the one-day testing session took part in a panel discussion: missioned
second lieutenant De- of the organization.
Jr., who received their A. B. de- of their daughter, Mary Susan, a candidate may take the Com- Mr. Roy Floyd, Campbell County cember 21, a 1951.
born
July
22
at
the
Norton
InMiss Stamper, a native of
grees in 1949 and their M. A. demon Examinations, which include High, Alexandria, Ky.; Mr. Edwin
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Whitesburg, is a graduate of
grees in 1951, are presently re- firmary, Louisville. Mrs. Hicks is tests in Professional Information, Howard, Blackstar High, Alva,
the
former
Betty
Ann
Blake,
Richsiding in Senoia, Georgia where
General Culture, English Expres- Ky.; Miss Betty Miller, Lancaster C. J. Slattery of Richmond, she Cumberland Junior College. She
.Mr. Lovitt is principal at the mond, and Mr. Hicks is an East- sion, and Non-verbal Reasoning; High, Lancaster, Ky.; Mrs. Agnes was grdauated from Central High attended Union College and reern
graduate
in
ths.1950
class
and
Senoia Elementary School. Mrs.
and one or two of nine Optional Mullins. Memorial High, Waynes- School in 1945. Miss Slattery re- ceived a B. S. degree from there.
Lovitt, the former Virgellen Bran- a former Maroon basketball player. Examinations, designed to demon- burg, Ky.; Mrs. Marjorie Hendren, ceived her A. B. degree in 1948 Miss Stamper holds, also, a M. A.
ham, is commerce teacher at East Their address is Apartment 212, strate mastery of subject matter Kirksville High, Kirksville; Mr. and her M. A. degree In 1949 from in English from George Peabody
Coweta High School at Sharps- Ormsby Avenue, Louisville, Ken- to be taught. The college which Charles Perry, Carrolton High, Eastern Kentucky State College College for Teachers and is a
tucky.
burg, Georgia.
a candidate is attending, or the Carrolton. Also serving on the where she majored In art, history, graduate from the Peabody Library School for library training.
school system in which he is seek- panel was Mr. Gerald May, as- and education.
Before joining the Air Force,
Before coming to Eastern Miss
ALMA COCHRAN IN AIR CORPS STANLEY RYLE
ing employment, will advise' him sistant national bank examiner.
Miss Slattery was associated with Stamper held the following posiwhether he should take the NaReverend
and
Mrs.
Elmpre
Ryle,
Miss Alma Cochran, class of
the Madison County Board of Edu- tions: elementary teacher 5th
tional Teacher Examinations, and
1950, has received an appointment Stanford; Kentucky, are the par- which of the Optional Examinacatiaon.
She enlisted in the Air grade) in Letcher county, elemenfor a library position in Japan ents of a son born Friday,. June tions to select.
Ferce in June and began her offi- tary school principal and 8th grade
from the U. S. Army Air Corps. 22, 1951 at the Good Samaritan
teacher at Premium, Ky., librarian
cer training July 2, 1951.
Application forms, and a BulleShe received her two year assign- Hospital in Lexington. Stanley is tin of Information describing
and high school English teacher
his
name.
He
is
their
first
son
ment In San Francisco and left
FITZPATRICK TRANSFERRED at Whitesburg, head librarian and
registration procedure and conby plane for Japan last month. and second child. They also have taining sample test questions, may
counselor for senior girls at Union
a
daughter,
Mcrrilee,
three
years
Captain H. D. Fitzpatrick, Jr., College.
Miss Cochran, formerly of Berea,
be obtained from college officials, By BILL GREYNOLDS
old.
Kev.
Ryle,
'42,
a
former
Rich"Buddy," class of 1942, has been
received her M. A. at Peabody
She is affiliated with Zeta Sigma
school superintendents, or directly
College, Nashville, Tennessee this mond residenf, is pastor of the from the National Teacher Exami"The Green Pastures," by Marc transferred from Fort Benjamin Pi, a national Social Science HonFirst
Christian
Church
in
Stanpast summer, 1951.
nations, Educational Testing Serv- Connelly will be the Eastern dra- Harrison at Indianapolis to Fort orary, and Iota Sigma Nu, a
ford.
where he is com- Scholarship Honorary.
ice, P. O. Box 592, Princeton, New matic offering to the students of Benning, Georgia
officer of the 15th . Miss Stamper is a member of
MISS SORBET IN TRAINING
Jersey. Completed applications, Eastern and the townspeople . of manding
MARK MERLINO
Finance Disbursing Section. He several state and national profesaccompanied by proper examina- Richmond. .
Miss Elizabeth Sorbet, formerly
This play Is widely and justi- writes that he is spending a mil- sional organizations in the fields
Mr.
Jack
Meilino,
class
of
1939,
tion
fees,
will
be*accepted
by
the
of Eastern's Commerce faculty,
Mrs. Merlino announce the ETS office during November, De- fiably acclaimed as one_ of the lion dollars of Uncle Sam's money of libraryship and education.
{s now taking training at Lack- and
.
finest of our time. Its record of every month. Mrs. Fitzpatrick,
In addition to her work In the
land Air ForcFBamr, Tffiaff.---^^-^-^^^-' - ,lb- * oz- cember, and in January so long performances justifies this claim the former Martha Jane Thomp- lrbrary, Miss Stamper is counselor
v
1951 n
,ls,,n Tex S
as
they
are
received
before
Janadress. is Lt. Elizabeth Sorbet, The
born ^
A
,!
A.
'.
l
son,
and
their
daughter,
Jane
for it has twice been on Broadway,
ror Burnam Hall. "I am a libraMerlinos also have a son, uary 18, 1952.
Officer's Basic Military Course,
each time winning new friends. In Mayo, age five, are with Captain rian by profession," says Miss
3700th O. C. Trg. Gp„ Lackland Michael, age three and a half. The
Fitzpatrick and are living at Stamper, "but the girls are my
1929 It won the Pulitzer Prize.
may be addressed at 1300
A. F. B., Texas. Lt. Sorbet re- Merlinos
Two Mice Save Cat
hobby."
"The Green Pastures" will be Columbus, Georgia.
ceived her M. 1A. from Peabody Kinney Avenue, Austin, Texas.
presented Monday night, NovemIn Laboratory Here
and did further work at L. S. U.
LIFE SAVER
ber 19. at Hiram Brock Audi- JONES ASSUMES DUTIES
She is originally from Alabama. MICHAEL WHITE
Flash! Cat saved by two mice! torium. It is expected to carry
Lt.
Edwin
R.
Jones,
class
of
Voice on the phone: "Is this the
Mrs. Allan White, the former This may sound a little out of the on the tradition, established by
BEG YOUR PARDON
Betty Ann Perraut, class of 1948, ordinary to you students who are Mr. Keith Brooks, of bringing to 1949, Marshes Siding, Kentucky, Salvation Army?"
Answer: "Yes, it is."
the placid, easy life of our college stage the best in dra- recently assumed the duties of
Miss Lenora Douglas is teach- has written telling of* their new used to but
Voice: "Is it true that you save
nevertheless, it hap- matics. It is a worthy successor Assistant Schools Officer at Fort
ing at Arlington School in Fay- son, Michael Allen, born January Eastern,
Bragg. North Carolina. Lt. Jones young gjrls?"
ette County. Her correct address 29, 1951 in Lima, Ohio. Mrs. White pened, and right here on our glor- to his outstanding success of last received his M. A. degree from
Answer: "Yes, it is."
campus.
year, "Harvey."
is 233 Rodes Avenue, Lexington. taught at Orangeburg High School ious
Voice: "Well, please save me
One heautiful. bright day reand Woodleigh Junior High School
With a cast of ninety-four, George Peabody College, Nashin Mason County from September, cently Mr. Bill Slagle, a biology eighteen scenes, and Eastern's ville, Tennessee in June of 1961. one for Saturday night."
SMITH IN LEXINGTON
1948 to June of 1949. Mr. and major, a Harlan Countian and one favorite stars, lt can't miss and He received his commission in July,
1949 after attending *R. O. T. C.
James Harold Smith, class of Mrs. White moved from Maysville of our most dignified students, set don't you miss "The Green Pas- summer
camp at Fort Bragg with
1946, is now art teacher at the to Lima, Ohio where Mr. White out in his two-tone grey Pontiac, tures" November twentieth.
the Eastern Unit. He was called
Henry Clay High School, Lexing- accepted a position as editor of his pride and joy, to procure a
to active service July, 1951. Lt.
ton, Kentucky. Mr. Smith received sports on the Lima News. Their feline animal (cat to you) for his
and Mrs. Jones reside at 220 Sedhis M. A. from U. K in 1951. The address is 2011 W. Wayne, Lima, histology class. Finally, he venberry
Street, Fayetteville, North
Smiths have a son. Eric Steven Ohio. Mr. White is also a former tured as far as the farm of a
Carolina.
friend of his and acquired a magSmith, born January 9, 1951, at Eastern student.
nificent yellow cat. The animal
the Good Samaritan Hospital,
ROCCO RETURNS
was intended for a live specimen By HOWARD COOP
Lexington. Their adress is 318 MARK JEAN PARRISH
for the knives and other dissecting
Dr. A. L. Crabb, an eminent
Kilmore Court, Lexington, KenRocco Piganell, Eastern gradMr. and Mrs. Sterling Jean Par- articles of the astute members of educator and author, delivered an
tucky.
rlsh, class of 1951, are the parents his class. However, this cat, be- address entitled "I Took My Pen uate in the 1949 class, recently
of a son, Mark Jean, born Septem- ing one of the wiser members of In Hand" at a recent assembly visited in Richmond. He had been
ADDRESSES
previously reported killed in action
ber 20, 1951 in Richmond, Ken- the cat family, proceeded to make program.
in Korea.
Carl Yeager, class of 1940, sends tucky. Mark weighed 7 lbs, 9 herself as cordial and polite as
In this address. Mr. Crabb
us this new address: 1109 Tennes- ounces. Mrs. Parrish is the for- she could, purring and meowing stressed the importance of an inLT. COLONEL ROBERTS
see Avenue, Apartment No. 3, Cin- mer Lois-Kolo, Ft. Thomas, Ken- happily.
dividual acquiring some hobby.
tucky. The- Parrish family are
cinnati, Ohio.
Mr. Slagle, being a naturally He said that a hobby was a means
Elvy B. Roberts of Louisville,
Cpl. John M. Park. Jr., class of now residing on Arch Street, Ve- tender - hearted and wholesome of enriching the mind, and made Kentucky has been promoted to
1951, and Mrs. Park are living at vay, Indiana where Mr. Parrish person, was wretched to think of a person a better teacher. He the grade of Lieutenant Colonel at
257, Apartment C, Calgary, Billy is teaching Industrial Arts and surrendering this beautiful crea- related that his hobby of writing U. S. Armed Forces European
Mitchell Village, San Antonio, World History in the high school. ture to the mercies of the class, not only Increased his knowledge Command Headquarters in Heidelbut knowing where his duties (and but also he received personal as berg, Germany by Department of
Texas.
NANCY RICE
his grade) rested, he deposited the well as financial pleasure from it. the Army orders. He is assigned
J. R. Squires, class of 1941, also
Eastern is no strange place to to the Personnel and Administraforwards his new address: 1 Green
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Rice, class animal (in its shoebox) in the lab.
Valley Road, Wallingford. Penn- of 1951, and 1949 respectively, an- While the class was contemplating Mr. Crabb. He taught here one |.tlon division of Command Headsylvania. He formerly lived in nounce the birth of a daughter, the use of chloroform, in walked summer several years ago and quarters.
His mother, Mrs. Iola Byrley,
Schenectady, New York.
Nancy Kay Rice, on May 30, 1951 Professor Coleman Witt with while here did work on his book resides
at 416 Franck Avenue,
two mice, which he announced "Dinner at Belmont."
Miss Zola Bond, class of 1937, at approximately the same time would
be used for the experiment.
Kentucky born, Mr. Crabb is Louisville. The Colonel attended
is now living in Hines, Illinois. Her (11:11k a, m.) that Mr. Rice was The class
was deeply relieved to known as an educator and author. high school in Barbourville, Kenadress is P. O. Box 1105, Hines, receiving his A. B. degree from
that the. cat would not meet He distinguished himself as an tucky, and received his bachelor's
Illinois. She formerly lived in Eastern? Mrs. Rice, the former know
degree at Eastern Kentucky State
PhyllisyWardrup, '49, has taught her death in such an inglorious educator while in the Kentucky College,
Louisville.
Richmond, in 1939. He
way, and they were indeed grate- Public School System and later as
in
Middlesboro,
her
hometown,
and
Pvt. Stanley R. Doddridge, class
ful to Mr. Hopp for his foresight a professor at Western Kentucky then attended the United States
Lexington
since
her
graduation.
of 1951, is now stationed at Camp
State College. He now is a mem- Military Academy, West Point, LEADING SCORER—Jack Bond,
in catching the mice.
Breckinridge, Kentucky after his Mr. Rice has accepted a position
Thus the cat (named Lucky ber of the faculty at Peabody Col- where he received his commission speedy Maroon left halfback, is
as
head
coach
at
Wartburg,
TenInduction into the Army. His adaa>er her harrowing escape) was lege in Nashville. He is also in the Army upon graduation in Eastern's leading scorer thus far
dress is 101st Abn. Division, Co. nessee for this year.
this season. Jack has tallied S6
able to save all of her nine lives known as an author of several 1943.
A 42nd Tk. Bn., Camp Breckin- MARK GARRETT
During World War II he served points in romping for six touchand become a member of the Bob books dealing with the Civil War
ridge. Ky.
Burklsh household, saved by period centered around Nashville. in the European theater of opera- downs. A high school track sensaDuring his address he announced tions as a company commander in tion at Lexington Lafayette, he
H. B. Smyth, CSG3, 862-17-05,
Dr. and Mrs. Morris M- Garrett former enemies who haplessly
McB No. 3 Galley, F. P. O. San announce the arrival of a son, never realized they had saved a that a new book of his was soon the famed 101st Airborne Divis- is also Eastern's big threat In the
ion. HI* decorations include the 100 yard dash event.
to be published.
Francinsco, California, recently Mark Whitney, on June 22nd. Mark I cat!

Business Meet
Is Held Here

National Teacher ,
Exams Listed

Miss Stamper
Is Co-Sponsor

'Green Pastures'
To Be Presented
Here On Nov. 19

l>

Educator, Author
Is Chapel Speaker
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14 Seniors Await "Revenge Batt
Homecoming Game Is
Final Home Attraction;
Maroons Have 5-2 Record

WRA News
By BEV WILSON

Featuring 14 seniors playing their last game in Hanger
Stadium, the 1951 edition of the Eastern Maroons faces arch
rival Western Kentucky here in the homecoming feature in
what might be-labeled a "revenge battle." Coach Tom Samuels' gridders, eyeing their sixth triumph of the campaign,
will be seeking to keep their home schedule unblemished.
Have Won Four
In four home appearances thua
far, the Maroon and White has
downed Hillsdale, Marshall, Erakine and Morehead. On the road,
Eastern dropped a 9-0 heartbreaker to Murray, edged Tennessee Tech 15-14, and last week
bowed to Evansvtlle 7-6 In a bitterly contested ball game played
In freezing weather.
"Revenge Battle"
When the football is kicked off
here Saturday afternoon at 2:00
p. m., no doubt those 14 Eastern
seniors will be thinking of that
14-13 decision they lost to the
Hilltoppers last year at Bowling
Green. A win over the Hilltoppers
would greatly aid the present Maroon record. In the event Western
upsets Murray next week, Eastern would be -back in a tie for
first place with the Thoroughbreds
—providing the Maronos down the
Hilltoppers Saturday. On the other hand, Western could move into
a tie with Murray if they win
their next two games.
Seniors Listed
When the Maroons clash with
the Hilltoppers, here are the gridders playing their final game for
the Maroon and White:
George Pavlovicfc
Walter Oreen
Bob Shockley
Jim Duddlng
Chuck Hertzer
Brian Gibbs
Howard Graeey
Ross Herron
John Dormao
Dave Rodger*
Bob Robertson
Bob Faust
Egre Lewallen
Carl Eagle

Maroon Gridder
Plans To Return
By JIM BINGHAM
Ray Lindenfelser, popular Eastern gridder who Injured his neck
this summer while attending
ROTC summer camp at Fort
Bragg, North Carolina, is expected
to return to Eastern's campus next
semester.
"The King," as Ray is known to
his many friends, suffered several
dislocated vertebrae when he dove
into an extremely shallow part of
Lake No. 7 at Fort Bragg.
Ray entered tne Army hospital
at Fort Bragg in July where he
was put under "traction" for approximately four weeks. This is
a method of stretching and
strengthening the neck. Ray was
then placed in the cast in which
he has been since early July. At
the present time he is home in
Pittsburgh, where he will stay
until the cast is removed sometime early in November.
Lindy's friends will be glad to
hear that he Is now feeling fine
and recovering rapidly from his
serious Injury. Ray is expected
to return for the Homecoming
game and is planning to re-enter
school again in February.
SILENCE IS GOLDEN
Dr. Grise: "Why do they call
our language the mother tongue?"
George Pavlovich: "Because the
father so seldom gets a chance to
use it."
HEAVY SLEEPER
Now I lay me down to sleep.
The lecture's dull, the subject deep,
If he should quit before I wake,
Give me a poke, for goodness sake.

YEA EASTERN—These five Maroon cheerleaders lead the
Eastern yells tola year. Left to right are (front): Pat Powers
and Lolly Ellis; (back), Peggy Hlnton, Huey Brooks and Dece
Daniels. PS—They need your help!

Maroons Bow 7-6
Two touchdowns called back by
penalties in the fourth quarter
cost Eastern's Mraoons the Ohio
Valley Conference lead aa Evansville College won a bitterly-fought
7-6 home-coming battle. •
With Eastern trying desperately to overcome that big one-point
margin throughout the final quarter, Maroon fullback Chuck Hertzer pitched two long touchdown
passes in the final seven minutes.
Both were nullified by penalties.
The first, a 45-yard fling to end
Howard Graeey, was called back
on a backfield-in-motion penalty.
Seconds later, Hertzer passed
for 40 yards to his other end, Brian
Gibbs, for another score. But this
time, illegal use of the hands was
called and Hertzer's second great
effort was cancelled.

Evan8ville's victory margin was
provided by Jerry David's ilace
kick midway in the first quarter
after the Aces had scored on a
70-yard pass play. Quarterback
Charley Fischer connected with a
30-yard throw to Ray Bawel, who
romped the remaining 40 yards.
After Evansville commanded a
7-0 halftime lead, the Maroons
struck back to score in the third
quarter when Jack Bond smashed
off tackle from the three, climaxing a Maroon drive from midfield.
It was highlighted by a Hertzer
to Graeey pass good for 45 yards.
YALE, YOU SAY
Said an ape as he swung by his
tail
J
To his children, both female and
male.
"From your offspring, my dears,
In a couple of years,
May evolve a professor at Yale!"

Miss Watson is our new leader
this year. She is a graduate of
U. K., in all respects a wonderful
person and doing a splendid job
as our coach. Our W. R. A. officers are: President, Martha WUliams; vice-president, Sonnie Burton; secretary, Elvira Short, and
treasurer, JCatherine Keene. Also
we elected others to help these
people manage our game affairs.
They are called sports heads and
believe me it's quite a job. For
basketball we have Beth Schwertman; volleyball, Marlyn Walker;
softball, Jo Jarbor, and Billie Ballard, tennis and badminton.
New members are always welcome and don't forget, it's never
too late to join! We need you and
you need us, so come on over and
share the fun.

Gee whiz! Over six weeks have
slipped by and you haven't even
heard the latest on the Women's
Recrational Association. How can
you be educated without this valuable information? Off the kidding and down to business, we
want to let you in on our activities for the first part of the year.
We began the fall events with
shin guards, a ball and a stick,
for the roughest, toughest and
one of the most exciting sports
we participate in—hockey. This is
an amazing game really. It reminds me somehow of the football
setup. On the front line we find
two wings, two lnners and one
center forward. The second line
positions include halfbacks, while Florida Trip Closes
the back line are our fullbacks. Maroon Grid Campaign
Then, standing between those two
little posts is one of the most im- By HOWARD GRACEY
portant members of the team. She
The Eastern Maroons football
has the very distinctive title of
goalie and, it's her Job to keep team will travel to Deland, Florida
the ball from getting in the goal. to play Stetson College on DecemWe really have a determined kid ber l. They will leave Eastern
on our team and that is Martha on Thursday, Nov. 29.
The trip will be made in one of
Williams. It seems she almost
sacrificed a jaw-bone to prevent the Black Brother's buses. Stetson
U. K. from scoring on us. la it College had a very fine team last
year and one of the teams they
still sore, Martha?
conquered was a strong Western
Have Picnic
Kentucky team of the O. V. C,
We have had bushels of fun! for 14 graduating seniors from
The old members gave us new 41-6. This will be the last game
gals a big picnic at Lake Reba to this year's Eastern team.
start off the year with a bang.
We loaded up in an army troop
truck with 22 girls, a uke, and Eastern 6, Morehead 0
enough food to stuff our tummies
Dad's Day was a huge success
to the maximum.
Hanger Stadium and Eastern,
Then the hard work set in as at
27, when the Maroons
we had a tough game to prepare October
down the Eagles from
for. It was one worth playing our nailed
Morehead in their "toughest" tut
hearts out to win. You guessed it! of the year, 6-0. These mighty
Our old rival, U. K. It was a swell six points came late in the third
game, ending in a 1-1 tie. Our period when the promising freshvisitors scored first but Sonnie man halfback from Covington, Ky.,
Burton came through with a goal blonde haired,. Don Daly, took a
for Eastern. By the way, your pitch-out from Eastern's allhip-hip hoorays on the sideline around great, Carl White, and
were really appreciated and we stepperf-off 91 yards into the Eagle
hope you will continue to support end-zone. Aside from this being
our team. It means a great deal. the greatest play of the evening,
We have two more games sche- superb work was shown by the
duled; the next is at Berea on Maroon defense against the tireNov. 17. On Nov. 19 we are hosts less passing efforts of Charlie*
to the University of Cincinnati. Porter.
That probably will conclude our
hockey season. We will play some REAL VIRGINIA
between-season sports, such as
volleyball. Then comes another"] Virginia had a little quart
great and thrilling game and that
Of cider, hard as steel,
is basketball, America's favorite I Everywhere she went 'twas sport
winter sport.
To see Virginia reel.

Eastern 58, Erskine 0
By GENE JONES
Saturday, October 20, Eastern
took the field against Erskine College, which proved to be a breather
for the following week's game in
OVC play against Morehead. The
Maroons went all out in trimming
the Erskine club handily, 58-0, and
coming back the next Saturday
to eke out a 6-0 win over Morehead. The Maroons earned the
right to retain the "Ol' Hawg
Rifle" which was taken over with
last year's 14-7 triumph over the
Eagles.
Getting off to a slow start
against the South Carolinians,
Eastern bounded back midway In
U\e first period and hit paydirt
twice within four minutes ol play.
After that, the rest was easy. The
Maroons led at halftime, 44-0, and
from then on the Eastern reserves
took over.
Jack Bond and Brian Gibbs hit
over the double-stripe twice to
lead the evening scoring and Ernie
Regrish, Portsmouth, Ohio, freshman, tallied his first t. d. in college competition. Another star
from the freshman ranks was
Clyde "Moon" Mullins who, In
eight attempts from placement,
booted eight straight without mishap.

CHESTERFIELD -LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES
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Rifle Team Is
Planned Here
By JIM KIRBY
Tryouts for the R. O. T. C. Rifle
Team will be held in the near future. Watch the bulletin board
for the exact time.
The R. O. T. C. Rifle Team is
open to any member of the R. O.
T. C. who is enrolled in Eastern.
All R. O. T. C. students who would
like to try out are urged to do so.
vThere are expert coaches and instructors to show you how to
better your firing score.
Annually the Rifle Team, composed of 10 members, takes a trip
to Western in competition of a
"shoulder - to - shoulder" match.
They also fire several postal
matches.
An Eastern letter is awarded to
members of the Rifle Team.
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McBrayermen Eye Basketball Opener
Eastern Meets Xavier At
Hazard On November 26

1951-52 Edition of the Eastern Maroons

Basketball time'is just around the corner! Coach Paul
McBrayer's Maroons,-eyeing a great year despite the fact
they take on one of the toughest' schedules in the nation,
open with strong Xavier University at Hazard's new Memorial Gym on Monday, Nov. 26.
Press Royals
The Eastern cagers have been
working hard for several weeks
preparing for this "brave schedule." The McBrayermen looked
good in holding the world champion Rochester Royals' to a 50-52
margin here in a recent exhibition
game. Although Eastern lost to
the Royals, the Maroon and White
was in the ball game all the way
pressing the pro champions to go
all out for this win.
Outstanding in the Royals game
was the play of Eastern's "big
cat," Jim Baechtold. "The cat
played a terrific game and lead
all scorers with 21 points. Another Maroon standout was Jim Bingham. Easterns pivot ace played
well both offensively and defensively. Aiding these two were Bill
Bales, Roger Geyer and Elmer
Tolson.

Frosh Cagers
Open Nov. 28

By KEN DAVIS
The Maroon freshman basketball squad will play a schedule of
12 games this season. Coachihg
the squad this year are two former players, Joe Harper and Karl
Kepler.
Among the top candidates' on
the frosh teaem are Judd Hogan
and Roger Smith, forwards; Gene
Cain, Mike Short, and Bob Desponsett, guards; and Jim Floyd,
center. Other members of the
squad are Paul Collins, Barry
Brinkman, Harold Fraley, Steele
Dudley and Al Pollock.
The schedule Includes such outstanding Junior college teams as
Sue Bennett on November 28 and
Cumberland College on December
Stevens Returns
5. The other dates and'teams will
Rounding out Eastern's first oe announced later.
seven mainstays are Alex Stevens
and Stan Stanford. Stevens, apparently recovered from an ailVOICE OF EASTERN
ment that sidelined him during
the early workouts, is now roundWhen the Maroons battle the
ing into form. Stanford looks
Hilltoppers here Saturda)
much improved over last year and
afternoon, watch for an aerial
circus. Eastern's Roy Kjdd
will probably see a lot more acBill George and Chuck Hertzer
tion this season.
Backing up the first seven are
will be throwing those passes
Shirley Kearns, Bob Mulcahy,
for our side and Western*
Kenneth Davis, Dick Oulbertson,
highly touted Jimmy Felix will
be pitching 'em for the Topand Bobby Moore.
pers. ... It waa last year at
On Nov. 29, Eastern opens its
OVC play by invading Evansville.
Western that Coach Tom
The home opener is Dec. 1 with
Samuels received such rudetreatment. The Maroon mentor
Virginia Tech.
was on his way to his team's
The schedule:
dressing room at halftlme
when he was cursed and
Nov. 26 Xavier University
threatened. Here's hoping the
Nov 29 Evansville College
Maroon fans remain the usDec. 1 "Virginia Tech
ually-good sports fans they
-Dec. 8 'Marshall College
have been in the past and not
Dec. 12 'University of Louisville
cause such an incident here
Dec. 15 North Carolina State
All the fighting should take
Dec 17 "Evansville College
place on the gridiron—accordDec. 22 University of Toledo
ing to the rules.
Jan. 3 Morehead Etate College
That was a tough 7-6 ball
Jan. 7 'Murray State College
game the Maroons lost at
Jan. 10 'Tennessee Tech
Evansville last week. Late in
Jan. 12 LaSalle
the fourth quarter, two EastJan. 14 Seton Hall
ern touchdowns were called
Jan. 16 University of Dayton
back on penalties. A certain
Jan. 19 Western Kentucky
official working that game
Jan. 26 Murray State College
seems to have a Jinx on the
Jan. 31 'Morehead State College
Maroons. He umpired the baseFeb 2 University of Louisville
ball
game the Maroons lost for
Feb. 4 'University of Tampa
the OVC championship last
Feb. 6 Tennessee Tech
spring. And couple of years ago
Feb. 9 'Western Kentucky
he called at least one imporFeb. 14 'University of Dayton
tant baseball game that EastFeb. 16 Marshall College
ern lost. This veteran arbiter
Feb. 21, 22, 23, O. V. C. Tourney
a very likeable person in ordi'Home Games
nary life, is most unpopular
on the field of play. At Evansville, both coaches were not
pleased with his work. Perhaps, it's about time the old
bov hung up his whistle!
ALUMNI FLASHES. . . .
By PEGGY KIWIS
Chuck Mrazovich, former
Maroon cage great, Is now
The Presbyterian student group
playing pro ball at Wilkee
on the campus, officially called
Barre, Pa. This club is an unthe Westminster Fellowship, beheralded team that last year
gan Its year's work with a Loyalty
whiped several of the NBA
Banquet held at the Presbyterian
teams. . . . Chuck definitely
Church, October 21, 1051. At the
plans to coach next year. . .
banquet a new financial program
Joe Fryz is coaching high
was launohed which will enable
school ball at Junction City
the group to function more effecKy
Ed Shemelya Is dotively.
ing likewise at Winchester, Va
Headed by Mr. Paul Hagar,
. . . Russell Roberts should
president, the Westminster Felhave a fine team this year at
meets every Tuesday evening at
Powell County. . . . Roman To5:16 p. m. In the Blue Room for
doran, the devoted New York
supper and every Sunday evening
Giant, fan, is aiding head
at 6:00 p. m. at the Presbyterian
coach Chet Mielcarek at Hall
Church for supper and a program.
High. . . . and. .. . former
The programs, always conducted
Maroon swimmer Ralph Elliott
from a Christian viewpoint, usualis now at Kessler Field. Hie
ly concern'some outstanding quesaddress Js; Pfc. Ralph C
tion of the day.
Elliott, 3380 Student Sgdn, Box
Any student not yet affiliated
126, Keesler, AFB, Miss.
with religious groups on campus
The season basketball tickets
are Invited and urged to attend
here are the biggest bargain in
these meetings.
the world—ten games for only
ten dollars—and reserved seats
too!
"MODERN DANCE"

Westminster
Group In Action

I

v
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My feet are cold, my back Is
•ore
My muscles shriek as I bend
more.
My knees are weak, won't even
bend;
(rm taking Modern Dance, my
friend)
rm stiff, can't move, just limp
around,
Still I try to leap and bound,
And someday, though I don't
know how,
I'll be more graceful than a cow.
Ill leap and glide, so full of
grace—
No more falling on my face!
But now, the present, looks so
<Unv
rd like to leave this cold old
gym.
It may be well that I'll later
Improve
How about now 7 I can't even
move!
My tale of woes near finished,
friend,
I think I can almost stretch and
bend!
Just now I stood upon my toes,
and so,
I guess in this world of strife
and woe,
Where people come and people
go,
rve learned that the battle can
really be won
If »I won't get discouraged while
the warm-up's done.
—Annie Nonlnus

1951-62 MAROONS—These charges of Coach Paul McBrayer will carry Eastern's basketbaU hopes In the coming campaign beginning
Nov. 26, at Hazard against powerful Xavier University. This year the Maroons are taking on one of the toughest schedules in the nation.
Left to right are: Roger Geyer, Shirley Kearns, Bobby Moore, Dick Culbertson, BUI Bales, Bob Mulcahy, Jim Baechtold, Kenneth
Davis, Elmer Tolson, Alex Stevens, Jim Blngham and Stan Stanford.
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GO LUCKY!
LUcKIES
TASTE BETTER I
It takes fine tobacco to give you a bettertasting cigarette. And Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco. But it takes something else, too—superior workmanship.
You get fine, light, mild tobacco in the
better-mdGe cigarette. That's why
Luckies taste better. So, Be Happy-Go
Lucky! Get a carton today!

New Chess Club
Plans Tourney
One of Eastern's most interesting clubs, and .the very newest,
is the Chess Club, under the sponsorship of Miss Mary Barnhill of
the English Department. The organization is for anyone who can
play or who wants to learn to play
chess. Plans are being made for
a tournament within the club.
Officers are J. Watson, president; C. Hless, vice-president, and
Jean Mclntosh, secretary.

STUDENTS!
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TB appealing te .
self—the fJH whf sjfrt the checks,'

Let's gol We want your jinglest We're ready and willing
•nd eager to pay you $25 for
every jingle we use. Send as
many jingles as you like to
Happy-Go-Lucky, P.O. Box
67, New York 46, N. Y.

LSTM. FT- lucky Strike

Means Fine Tobacco

